13TH ERA (1900 – 1851 BC): 13TH SIGN **AQUILA** “EAGLE RISES HIGH: DRINKS BLOOD”

**STAR PROPHECY**

Stars in unclean eagle **Aquila**: (decan Capricorn)

*In the head:* **Al Tair** ‘The Wounding’

*In the beak:* **Al Shain** ‘The Bright’ (i.e. color red)

The brilliant star **Al Tair** in the head (top left) is headed upward to heaven. The picture is an eagle that is rising up to heaven but is about to be wounded at the tip of the wing.

**Aquila** is in the “Land” portion of the sky: the place of the righteous. **Aquila** is a people who have faith in God: yet the eagle is eating [*in the beak*] blood (‘bright’ red): feeding on relatives [blood]. Could ‘the head’ be like a priestly class? Who live off sacrificial offerings of others?

The arrow of God’s judgment **Sagitta** is headed for the right wing (in the diagram). The right wing-tip just touches the star rich Milky Way. There is a hint here of worship of angels. This is likely the reason the arrow has been sent.

We expect soon (*but not yet*) the Eagle will be crippled in the wing, unable to fly, and fall down.

**HISTORICAL EVENTS**

By craftiness **Joseph** had risen to the apex of Egyptian society. Without a qualm he had bartered with Egyptians until all their money, land, and freedom was traded for food (*that he had in abundance*). He also manipulated his own family to surrender to his authority (*rather than respect their simple request*).

1893 BC **Oppression of Hebrews in Egypt begins** (oppressed 400 years; exodus in 1494 BC)

**Joseph** incented his family to come by promising ‘the best things in Egypt’. Yet within 30 years of moving to Egypt the oppression of the Hebrews began, and this continued for another 40 years under **Joseph**.

**Joseph** was like the head of the Eagle: he had risen in standing in the world by taking advantage of others; and he did not stoop from oppressing his own family.

But **Joseph** died at 110 years old, young compared to the ages of his forefathers. Could an arrow of judgment have cut his life short?

1853 BC **Joseph died**

(NB **Joseph made a death-bed conversion to Jehovah**)